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The restaurant from VICTOR offers 16 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average $5.6. What User
likes about Mcdonald's:

Victor McDonald's is the best McDonald's in Rochester. I drove in break (drive thru was packed for black Friday
weekend) to get food for my employees and I. Unfortunately, I forgot an order and instead of getting me back, a

gentleman named Leon came out and took my order without even asking me while waiting for my food. I ran
away with everything and didn't lose anything on my break. Thank you. Upstairs the whole pla... read more.

When the weather conditions is pleasant you can also eat and drink outside, And into the accessible rooms also
come customers with wheelchairs or physical limitations. The succulent and fresh juices listed on the drinks

menu, perfectly complete the meals of the local, Likewise, the customers of the establishment prefer the large
selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment provides. Furthermore, you'll find tasty

American meals, like for instance burgers and grilled meat on the menu, You can also discover scrumptious
South American menus on the menu.
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Burger�
HAMBURGER HAPPY MEAL $4.1

Sandwiche�
CRISPY CHICKEN SANDWICH $4.9

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Happ� Mea�
4 PIECE CHICKEN MCNUGGET
HAPPY MEAL $4.6

Beverage�
PREMIUM ROAST COFFEE $1.2

S
40 MCNUGGETS $12.8

Shareable�
40 MCNUGGETS 2 L FRIES $17.0

Glamburger�
SPICY CRISPY CHICKEN
SANDWICH $5.2

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

Coffe�
DECAF COFFEE $1.2

COFFEE

M�Caf� Baker�
MCCAFÉ BLUEBERRY MUFFIN $2.3

MCCAFÉ APPLE FRITTER $2.6

So� drink�
JUICE

ORANGE JUICE

COCA-COLA
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Monday 17:00 -22:30
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Wednesday 17:00 -22:30
Thursday 17:00 -22:30
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